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Abstract In mammalian hosts, macroparasite aggregation is
highly heterogeneous over space and time and among individuals. While the exact causes of this heterogeneity remain unclear, it has mainly been attributed to individual differences in
exposure and susceptibility. Although some extrinsic (e.g.,
parasite availability) and intrinsic (e.g., sex or age) factors
are well known to affect infestation patterns, the joint and
possibly interacting effects of these factors are poorly understood. Here, we study the infestation of hard ticks (mainly
Ixodes ricinus) in a small rodent, the Siberian chipmunk
(Tamias sibiricus), introduced to an oak-hornbeam forest in
France. We investigate the seasonal variation in infestation
according to the sex, age, birth season (spring-born or summer-born), and body weight of individual hosts while controlling for interannual variability. During the 10-year study period, 3421 tick count events were recorded involving 1017
chipmunks monitored by the capture-mark-recapture procedure. Our results reveal a male-biased parasitism in the Siberian chipmunk, which is not consistent among individuals
born in different seasons. This sex bias is observed among
spring-born juveniles from July to the beginning of hibernation. For adults, this difference becomes apparent along the
reproduction period (May–September) for summer-born
adults only. These complex interactions between sex, age,
and birth season suggest overall that the seasonal variation
of tick load is critically linked to the reproductive behavior
of this small ground sciurid.
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Introduction
Understanding the ecological processes of how arthropod vectors are temporally and spatially distributed in the environment and on their host species is fundamental to anticipating
and managing vector-borne diseases (Keesing et al. 2010).
Many macroparasites are highly aggregated on population
hosts, with a few individuals hosting the majority of parasites
(Anderson and May 1978; Shaw et al. 1998). According to the
80-20 rule (Woolhouse et al. 1997), only a small proportion of
the host population (20 %) is responsible for the majority of
parasite transmission (80 %). While the exact causes of aggregation remain unclear, heterogeneity in infestations has been
mainly attributed to differences between individuals in exposure and susceptibility to parasites (Wilson et al. 2002). Indeed, these effects are difficult to disentangle, as most obvious
demographic sources of heterogeneity in a host population
(e.g., sex, age, reproductive status, or population density) are
expected to affect both exposure and susceptibility to parasites
through behavioral and physiological effects. Moreover, individual heterogeneity in infection can induce heterogeneous
individual fitness costs to the host (Burns et al. 2005; Careau
et al. 2010) and parasites (Krasnov et al. 2005; Tschirren et al.
2007) themselves and can have profound effects on both host
and parasite population dynamics (e.g., Krasnov et al. 2012;
Miller et al. 2007; Poulin et al. 2006).
In hard ticks (Ixodidae), aggregation is a complex function
of temporal, spatial, and host-intrinsic factors, which may interact with each other (Brunner and Ostfeld 2008). Seasonal
variation in host infestation is intimately linked to the
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availability of questing larvae and nymphs on the vegetation,
which depends upon microclimatic and day-length conditions
influencing tick behavior and mortality (e.g., Randolph and
Storey 1999; Randolph et al. 2002; Randolph 2004). The spatial distribution of questing stages and host density also influence contact rates and hence infestations (Calabrese et al.
2011; Kiffner et al. 2011).
Within most mammalian hosts, males tend to be more
heavily infested by hard ticks than females; this may be explained by sex differences in size (Harrison et al. 2010), behavior (Harrison et al. 2010; Boyer et al. 2010), and/or in
physiology linked to the immunocompetence handicap hypothesis (Hughes and Randolph 2001). These explanatory
processes and factors are often difficult to disentangle, as body
mass, ranging patterns, and steroid hormone levels tend to be
correlated with each other in mammals, especially in nonmonogamous species (Moore and Wilson 2002). Tick burden
often tends to increase with host age to reach a threshold or
decline gradually in the oldest individuals according to agedependent exposure and/or immunocompetence (Wilson et al.
2002). Another factor that may contribute to the observed
heterogeneities in tick burdens within host populations is body
mass (e.g., Dallas et al. 2012; Neuhaus 2003).
Although body mass, sex, and age differences in parasite
infections have been commonly reported in mammals (Moore
and Wilson 2002), no universal rule has been found with
respect to the presence and signs of these effects. Kiffner
et al. (2013), for example, studied flea infestation among nine
rodent species and found that sex and body mass patterns are
not consistent among species even though they are common
determinants of parasite aggregation.
In this study, we investigated the spatial, temporal, and
host-intrinsic factors related to variation in hard tick infestations at a monthly scale over 10 years in a population of
Siberian chipmunks introduced to the suburban French forest
of Sénart (Vourc’h et al. 2007; Marmet 2008; Chapuis et al.
2011). We took advantage of several potential factors
explaining heterogeneity in tick infestation in our model host
population. First, individuals do not breed in their year of
birth, becoming sexually mature only in their second year of
life (i.e., after first hibernation, Chapuis et al. 2011). This
situation involves two distinct periods in an individual’s life
(before and after its first winter) with distinct physiological
states and sexual behaviors among these periods. Second, although no sexual size dimorphism occurs, males move more
than females (Marmet et al. 2012), increasing their exposure
to questing stages of hard ticks in the environment (Boyer
et al. 2010). Third, individuals can reproduce twice a year,
involving two birth cohorts—one emerging in spring (May–
June) and the second one in summer (August–October)—
which in turn involves potential intra-sexual heterogeneity in
resource acquisition, development, and seasonal exposure to
ticks between these two cohorts.
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With an emphasis on finely characterizing intra-annual seasonal patterns of infestations while controlling for interannual
variability, the temporal variation in tick burdens on chipmunks was analyzed as a function of the interactive effect of
sex, birth season (host-intrinsic factors), and month, as well as
an additive effect of habitat (e.g., Pisanu et al. 2010), separately for three age classes (juveniles, yearlings, and older individuals). After characterizing the dynamics of infestation for
this set of observations, we investigated the interactive effects
of host body weight, birth season, and month with an additive
effect of habitat on the variation of tick infestation for each sex
and age class separately.

Material and methods
Species and study site
The Siberian chipmunk (Tamias sibiricus [Laxmann, 1769]) is
a short-lived (average life expectancy about 1.5–2 years;
Chapuis et al. 2011; pers. com.), ground-dwelling sciurid native to northern and southeastern parts of Eurasia
(Obolenskaya et al. 2009) that has been introduced to Europe
to be sold as a pet since the 1960s (Chapuis et al. 2011).
Eleven settled populations of Siberian chipmunks have been
recorded in France since the 1970s (Chapuis 2005; Marmet
2008), nearly half of them originating from the southern region of the Korean peninsula (Tamias sibiricus barberi;
Pisanu et al. 2013). In France, chipmunks hibernate from October to March and can reproduce twice a year (Chapuis et al.
2011). The mating season of this promiscuous species extends
from late February until the first half of July with two peaks of
births, one in spring (i.e., late March to late April with juveniles emerging from their birth burrow from late April to June)
and the second in summer (i.e., late June to late July with
emergence from late August to October; Marmet et al.
2012). Regardless of birth season, individuals become sexually mature in their second year (after their first hibernation)
with no sexual size dimorphism (Chapuis et al. 2011; Table 1).
The study was conducted in the site of ‘La Faisanderie’
(14 ha; 48° 39′ N, 02° 29′ E), an area located in the suburban
forest of Sénart (3200 ha), 22 km southeast from Paris, France
(Marmet et al. 2009; Marmet et al. 2011). Three distinct habitats differing in plant cover were characterized: a 6-ha semiopen oak grove (hereafter, semi-open habitat), a 6.5-ha closed
oak-hornbeam grove (closed habitat), and a mix of managed
grassland and permanently inhabited buildings representing
an additional 1.5 ha (wall-building habitat; Marmet et al.
2009). From 2004 to 2013, the population was monitored
using a capture-mark-recapture procedure. Throughout the
study site, chipmunks were live-trapped in baited Sherman
traps during their activity period from March to October. A
grid made of 80 geo-localized traps was set in 2004 and was
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Table 1 Mean seasonal host body mass and number of ixodid
immature stages feeding on Siberian chipmunks according to chipmunk
age (‘juvenile,’ ‘yearlings,’ ‘older adults,’ and ‘all adults’ datasets), birth
season (spring-born or summer-born), and sex, in the forest of Sénart over
Chipmunk age/birth season

Sex

March–April
Nhosts

Juvenile
Spring-born
Summer-born
Yearling
Spring-born
Summer-born
Older adult
Spring-born
Summer-born
All adults (total)

Ncounts

10 years (2004–2013). Seasons were chosen according to the intra-annual
population dynamics of the questing ticks Ixodes ricinus in the study site
(Pisanu et al. 2010)
May–July

Mean±SE

Nhosts

Mass (g)

Ticks

Ncounts

August–October
Mean±SE
Mass (g)

Nhosts

Ncounts

Ticks

Mean±SE
Mass (g)

Ticks

♀
♂
♀
♂

4
5
–
–

4
5
–
–

69±4
67±3

1±1
1±1
–
–

248
255
–
–

466
426
–
–

76±1
75±1

25±2
30±2
–
–

141
105
201
227

258
207
277
286

94±1
93±1
71±1
68±1

23±2
31±2
8±1
9±1

♀
♂
♀
♂

59
51
55
31

80
72
89
60

95±1
96±1
93±1
93±1

8±1
10±1
6±1
6±1

71
58
64
37

193
149
157
87

101±1
99±1
97±1
96±1

51±4
60±5
38±3
66±7

35
20
37
15

63
30
61
19

105±1
101±1
101±1
97±1

26±3
23±3
20±2
24±7

♀
♂
♀
♂

24
13
24
8

49
16
38
11

105±1
103±2
98±2
98±2

9±1
4±1
8±2
18±7

29
14
25
11

106
32
90
22

105±1
103±1
105±1
98±1

55±5
78±11
43±5
115±32

14
1
13
4

29
2
32
5

107±2
110±1
105±1
99±2

33±6
5±0
21±3
48±20

218

415

8±1

240

836

54±2

120

241

25±2

The number of different hosts (Nhost) and the number of tick-counted individuals (Ncount) are detailed as each chipmunk can be tick-counted several times
during its life time

surrounded by 24 extra traps during the subsequent years.
Two monthly capture sessions were performed, each
consisting of three and two consecutive trapping days at 15day intervals in 2004 and three and five consecutive days
between 2005 and 2007. From 2008 on, only a 5-day-long
trapping session was carried out each month.
Captured individuals were ear-tagged and implanted with a
subcutaneous transponder chip (Marmet et al. 2009). At each
trapping event, the date, trap location, and habitat types were
recorded, as well as chipmunk identity, birth season (springborn or summer-born individuals), age (adult or juvenile, determined by the crossed-criteria of capture date and weight
[i.e., Marmet et al. 2009] and head morphology), sex, and
body mass. After being handled, the chipmunks were released
at their point of capture.
In our study site, the Siberian chipmunk feed four
species of hard ticks, of which Ixodes ricinus represents
the majority of immature stages (>90 % of larvae and
nymphs; Vourc’h et al. 2007). Adult ticks are mostly
hosted by roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) for which
varying annual densities were recorded (ranging from
0.3 to 1.0 ind/ha; pers. com) on our wire-fenced study
site. Because very few adult stages of ticks were found
on chipmunks (all identified as Ixodes acuminatus;

2005–2008: Pisanu et al. 2010; 2009–2013, pers.com),
only immature stages were considered in this study. At
the first capture of a chipmunk within a trapping session between 2005 and 2013, we counted out ticks by
direct observation of attached larvae and nymphs to the
head of the host, using eye lenses (×3 magnification;
Pisanu et al. 2010). The differentiation between nymph
and larvae when performing counts was primarily based
on the difference in size between these two stages,
allowing to determine a proxy of their burden. Ticks
were not counted when chipmunks were recaptured several times within a trapping session. Larvae and nymph
counts were summed up in 2004 at the initial phase of
the monitoring of the chipmunk population. The mean
number of tick count events per marked chipmunk was
3.4 (range 1–34, n=1017 chipmunks). Throughout the
10-year study period (2004–2013), tick counting was
conducted by the same observer (J.-L.C.), at each capture session, helped by an additional one (J. Marmet)
from 2005 to 2007. Comparisons in the number of ticks
counted per chipmunk obtained by the two observers
were regularly assessed on the field and were of the
same magnitude. Two consecutive tick counts during
two consecutive trapping sessions were therefore
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separated by at least 15 days and were considered independent of each other (see Boyer et al. 2010).
The infestation ratio of larvae and nymphs was about
c.10:1 regardless of chipmunk age (Pisanu et al. 2010), and
we only considered the total number of ticks (larvae and
nymphs) per individual in the main results (see also Online
Resource 1 for a complementary analysis performed on larvae
and nymphs separately). We analyzed tick burdens (i.e., sum
of larvae and nymphs) of juvenile and adult chipmunks separately and distinguished yearlings as individuals in the year
following the first hibernation period (hereafter, referred to as
Byearlings^) from older adults (referred to as Bolder adults^).
Statistical analysis
During the 10-year study period, 4578 tick counts events were
recorded involving 1298 marked animals. In our analysis, we
only considered individuals with known age, sex, birth season, and weight, and the remaining dataset consisted of 3421
tick count events for 1017 marked chipmunks (see details in
Table 1).
Tick burdens (log-transformed) were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model (Pinheiro and Bates 2000) for the
datasets of (i) juveniles, (ii) yearlings, (iii) older adults, and
(iv) all adults (yearlings and older adults). Because tick load is
expected to vary consistently within each year according to
the tick’s phenology (generating intra-annual temporal autocorrelation), we modeled intra-annual dynamics by considering month as a quantitative variable (and tested its quadratic
component). An alternative modeling considering month as a
factorial variable was performed, which yielded similar qualitative results (Online Resource 2). Because tick availability
may vary across years (Randolph et al. 2002), especially with
varying roe deer densities on our study site (e.g., Rosà et al.
2007), we considered the year in all subsequent analyses. Additionally, individual tick burdens were found to be repeatable
over capture sessions (Boyer et al. 2010). Consequently, the
random effects of chipmunk identity (ID), year, and the random slope of month (nested in year) were fitted to account for
multiple records per individual and per month within and between years, allowing a control for potential bias in parameter
estimates due to autocorrelation in residual errors (e.g., Zuur
et al. 2010). The random effect of year also allowed controlling for yearly variation due to different observers (the same
two observers from 2005 to 2007 and only one of them for
2004 and 2008–2013).
Two distinct analyses of tick burdens were conducted.
First, we modeled tick burdens as a function of birth season,
sex, and month (quadratic) and their interaction with an additional effect of habitat (hereafter referred to as the Bmain
analysis^). This design was run separately for each age class.
As a second step, due to sex-specific differences in the
seasonal variation of body weight (due to pregnancy for
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females), we separately tested for the two sexes the effect of
body weight, birth season, and month (quadratic) in interaction, again including an additive effect of the habitat (hereafter
referred to as Bweight analysis^). This design was run separately for the adult class only (i.e., ‘yearlings,’ ‘older adults,’
and ‘all adults’ datasets separately) because strong cohort effects occurred at the juvenile stage (Table 1). To check potential biases of between-cohort tick load differences, a complementary analysis of juvenile tick loads was completed from
August to October during which both cohorts overlapped
(Online Resource 3).
To generate the ‘best’ predictive model, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC)-based model selection was performed
(‘dredge’ function, MuMIn package, Bartoń 2013), and the
model with the lowest AIC value was retained for inferences
(Burnham and Anderson 2002). At the starting and final
points of the selection, model-checking plots were conducted
for normality distribution of residuals and homogeneity. For
the main analysis, we departed from a general model including the three-way interaction between birth season, sex, and
month (quadratic) with an additional effect of habitat. For the
weight analysis, the starting model included a three-way interaction between body weight, birth season, and month
(quadratic) with an additive effect of habitat.
All models were performed using R version 3.0.3 (R Core
Team 2014) with the packages lme4 v.1.1–5 (‘lmer’ function;
Bates et al. 2014), and graphics were generated using the
ggplot2 package v.1.0.0 (Wickham 2009).

Results
A total of 996 juveniles, 282 yearlings, and 93 older adults,
involving 1929, 1060, and 432 tick count events, respectively,
were taken into account in the 10-year analysis (see detailed
Table 1). The mean number of ticks on chipmunks varied with
season, host age, and sex (Table 1). At the adult age (‘all
adults’ dataset), the seasonal fluctuation of chipmunk tick burdens ranged from 8±1 in spring (March–April) and 25±2 in
late summer (August–October) to 54±2 in early summer
(May–July; see details in Table 1). For juveniles, tick burdens
were much lower than adults but also varied across seasons
with high infestation levels during early summer (May–July):
the mean number varied from less than 1 (i.e., 0.7±0.4) in
spring to 28±1 and 16±1 in early summer and late summer,
respectively.
From the main analysis, the model that included a significant interaction between birth season, sex, and month
(quadratic) with an additive effect of habitat best explained
the variation in juvenile tick loads (ΔAIC=9.39; Table 2).
Tick loads of juvenile chipmunks varied greatly among birth
cohort, and summer-born juveniles carried lower tick loads.
Among new spring-born individuals, ixodid infestations
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Table 2 Model selection results of tick burden variation according to age (‘juvenile,’ ‘yearlings,’ ‘older adults,’ and ‘all adults’ datasets), sex, birth
season (birth seas), habitat (hab), month as a quadratic component (month^2), and weight from the Bmain^ and the Bweight^ analyses
Sources of variations
Main analysis
Juveniles
Yearlings
Older adults
All adults
Female weight
Yearlings

Older adults

All adults

Male weight
Yearlings

Model

np

AICc

ΔAICc

birth seas × month^2 × sex + hab
birth seas : month^2 +sex: month^2 +hab
birth seas × month^2 × sex+hab

19
16
19

5300
5309.4
2885.2

9.39

birth seas : month^2 +sex : month^2 +hab
birth seas × month^2 × sex
birth seas × month^2 × sex + hab
birth seas × month^2 × sex + hab
birth seas: month^2 +birth seas : sex+month^2 : sex

16
17
19
19
17

2892.4
1139.5
1142.8
3970.2
3976.3

birth seas : month^2 +weight : month^2 +hab
weight : month^2 +hab+birth seas
birth seas × month^2 × weight +hab
birth seas × month^2
month^2
birth seas+month^2
birth seas × month^2 × weight+hab
birth seas : month^2 +weight : month^2 +hab
weight × month^2 +hab+birth seas
birth seas × month^2 × weight+hab

16
14
19
11
8
9
19
16
14
19

1778.8
1783.9
1790.3
904.8
905.9
906.8
931.0
2634.8
2639.5
2646.1

birth seas × month^2 +hab

13

1126.2

10
19
11
12
19
10
13
19

1127.7
1150.9
250.4
251.8
270.8
1360.3
1361.1
1383.2

^2

Older adults

All adults

month +hab
birth seas × month^2 × weight+hab
birth seas × month^2 +hab
month^2 +hab
birth seas × month^2 × weight+hab
month^2 +hab
Birth seas × month^2 +hab
birth seas × month^2 × weight+hab

7.15
3.37
6.16

5.12
11.46
1.04
1.99
26.22
4.69
11.30

1.54
24.75
1.34
20.37
0.078
22.93

All models referred to linear mixed-effects models with chipmunk identity (ID), year, and the random slope of month (nested in year) as random effects.
Model selection is based on second-order Akaike’s information criterion (AICc): number of parameters (np), AICc values, and AICc differences between
the best model and the next candidate model or starting model (ΔAICc) were reported. Best models occur in bold (ΔAICc<2), and starting models are in
italic. Only the models close to the best models were detailed in this table

increased from March to June, remained relatively stable
for males or still increased for females during summer
and slightly decreased in October, for both sexes
(Fig. 1). In contrast, throughout the active period of
summer-born individuals (i.e., from August to October),
male and female shapes displayed similar temporal patterns and were not quantitatively different (Fig. 1;
Table 1). Additionally, juvenile chipmunks trapped in
the wall-building habitat had significantly lower average
tick loads (Nhosts = 162, Ncounts =233, mean = 7± 1) than
juveniles trapped in open or closed forested habitats (Nhosts = 399, N counts = 752, mean = 23 ± 1; N hosts = 944, Ncounts =528, mean=24±1; respectively).

Adults displayed heavier tick burdens than juveniles although adult burden leveled off between yearlings and older
adults (Fig. 2). The best models assumed a quadratic effect of
month on the tick load of adults (‘yearlings,’ ‘older adults,’
and ‘all adults’ analyses respectively; Table 2). A significant
interaction between birth season and sex was revealed for all
adults, including both yearlings and older individuals (Fig. 3);
there was no significant difference between sexes for adults
born in spring, whereas for summer-born adults, males were
more heavily infested than females and peaked during May to
September. The same pattern was found separately in yearlings (Nhost =282, Ncounts =1060) and older adults (Nhost =93,
Ncounts =432); however, sex differences in older summer-born
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3

2

1

Apr.

Jun.

Aug.

Oct.

Months
♀
♂
Spring-born
Summer-born

Fig. 1 Monthly infestations by ixodid ticks (fitted values of logged tick
burden+1 derived from the best model, see Table 2) according to the sex
and birth season of juvenile Siberian chipmunks. Month is a quadratic
component

adults were marked over 5 months of each year, from April to
September (supplementary figures in Online Resource 4). As
observed for juveniles, we found habitat to affect the variation
of tick burdens with overall adult chipmunks trapped in the
building habitat harboring on average 15±3 ticks (Nhost =54,
Ncounts =118), those in the closed habitat 40±2 ticks (Nhost =
177, Ncounts =862), and those in the open habitat 35±2 ticks
(Nhost =129, Ncounts =512). Most of the effects on the tick load
of Siberian chipmunks were confirmed by the alternative analysis considering month as a factorial variable except the threeway interaction between birth season, month, and sex (see
details in Online Resource 2).
The complementary analysis investigating the monthly
variation in larvae and nymph burdens separately (2005–
2013 dataset) according to birth season and sex of juvenile
and adult chipmunks (yearlings, older adults, and total adults
datasets) yielded the same result than the main analysis (total
tick burden; see Online Resource 1). The important part of
larvae numbers on the total tick burden pattern (nymphs and
larvae added up) was emphasized.
Fitted values (Ln[Ncounts+1] ± SE)

4

3

2

1

Apr.

Jun.

Aug.

Oct.

Months
Juveniles

Yearlings

Older adults

Fig. 2 Monthly variation of tick infestations according to the age of the
chipmunk hosts. The fitted values (logged tick burden+1) representing
the spring-born individuals only, derived from the best model of each age
class

According to the second analysis on adult weights, a significant interaction between month and body weight was
found to explain tick burdens of yearling and adult (all) females (Table 2). During the summer period (May to June),
heavier females appeared to be less infested by ixodids than
lighter females (Online Resource 5). In contrast, male tick
burdens were not related to weight, and similar patterns of tick
burdens between groups were found for the three adult
datasets (ΔAIC >>2 between best model and models including weight effect for ‘yearlings,’ ‘older adults,’ and ‘all adults’
datasets; Table 2).

Discussion
Male-biased parasitism is commonly observed among mammal species and has been linked to a range of explanations,
including sex differences in morphology (e.g., body mass),
behavior (e.g., spatial behavior), and physiology (involving
immunosuppressive hormones, such as testosterone; Folstad
and Karter 1992) or has been associated with fundamental
differences in male and female life histories (Rolff 2002;
Zuk and Stoehr 2002). In the present study, we uncovered a
male-biased tick load in the Siberian chipmunk. However, this
sex difference becomes apparent only between May and September of each year in summer-born adult individuals and
from July to the beginning of hibernation at the juvenile stage.
These complex interactions between sex, age, season, and
birth season suggest overall that tick load variation is critically
linked to the reproductive behavior of this small ground
sciurid.
Reproductive activity and variation in tick load
In our study population, we underlined differences in tick
infestations between juveniles and adults. At the juvenile
stage, seasonality in tick load is much less marked than for
adults. A male-biased infestation only occurs in spring-born
juveniles starting from July to the beginning of hibernation,
and it disappears at the adult stage. The dispersal distances of
juveniles (i.e., non-reproductive individuals) were found to be
farther in males than in females (Marmet et al. 2011), which
could involve higher exposure to parasites due to behavioral
differences. Summer-born juveniles were less infested because of lower availability in the questing stages of ticks after
emerging from their birth-nest (Pisanu et al. 2010).
At the adult stage (i.e., reproductive individuals), male Siberian chipmunks were found to be more heavily infested than
females during the summer period, when tick burdens peak on
adult hosts. These findings are in agreement with previous
findings on Siberian chipmunks and other mammal species
suggesting that sex differences in parasite loads are related
to different uses of space by males and females in relation
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Spring−born adults
Fitted values (Ln[Ncounts+1] ± SE)

Fig. 3 Monthly variation of tick
load according to the birth season
and sex of adult chipmunks. Best
model fitted values (logged tick
burden+1) were shown for both
sexes of spring-born (shown at
left) and summer-born (shown at
right) individuals as adults,
including yearlings and older
adults
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♀

with reproduction. In particular, in promiscuous or polygynous mammals, males are more mobile and have larger
home ranges than females (Greenwood 1980; Frank and
Heske 1992; Shier and Randall 2004). The higher mobility and larger home ranges of males allow them to increase their mating chances but with the side effect of
increasing their exposure to parasites through higher parasite encounter probabilities, close proximity, and higher
contact rates among individuals (Altizer et al. 2003;
Bordes et al. 2009). In the promiscuous Siberian chipmunk, the tick load was found to increase with space
use (Boyer et al. 2010), which is known to be higher for
males than for females (Marmet et al. 2009). The homerange size of males was found to be positively associated
with their reproductive success (Marmet et al. 2012),
confirming that behavior and reproduction are closely
linked.
Moreover, in adults, we found that the male-biased tick
burden becomes apparent only in the reproductive season.
Variation of gender-biased parasitism across time periods
has been already reported among mammals. For example,
Krasnov et al. (2005) found that gender differences in the
pattern of flea parasitism of desert rodent hosts were manifested mainly during the reproductive period.
Overall, our results suggest that adult male-bias parasitism
is related to the reproductive activity of individuals and, in
particular, their movement rate during the reproductive period.
However, several complementary hypotheses can be developed, such as immunocompetence (‘immuno-handicap hypothesis’) and/or life histories hypotheses. Because morphometric dimorphism was not observed between male and female chipmunks on our study site, the sexual size dimorphism
hypothesis is excluded.
It should be noticed that these results held true when analyzing variation nymph and larvae burdens separately (Online
Resource 1). This is not surprising because chipmunks pick up
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the different questing stages equivalently in the environment,
despite the different spatial distribution between questing larvae and nymphs on the vegetation (Pisanu et al. 2010).
Birth season and tick load
Surprisingly, we found that the sex difference in tick burden is
not consistent among adult individuals born in different seasons. Tick burdens of spring-born chipmunks did not differ
between males and females, whereas significant male-biased
burden occurred for summer-born adults.
Assuming that the observed male-biased tick load is related
to differences in reproductive behavior and, in particular, to
differences in space use, the fact that this effect is only apparent in summer-born individuals may be explained by two
main processes. First, the observed pattern may be caused
by a heritable birth season. If individuals born in summer tend
to systematically reproduce more in summer (i.e., when
questing tick availability and the number of ticks feeding on
chipmunks are the highest), this category of individuals will
exhibit more sex difference in tick load mediated by the reproductive behavior.
Second, if summer-born individuals tend to reproduce with
a higher probability than spring-born individuals, then any sex
differences mediated by the reproductive behavior should be
more marked in summer-born individuals. As previously
mentioned, female chipmunks had a much lower space use
than males during their activity period (Marmet et al. 2009),
and the sex difference is expected to increase during the reproduction periods because female burrowing activity is intensive (Kawamichi and Kawamichi 1993). Thus, if reproductive effort differs, the tick exposure of summer-born females is
supposed to be lower than spring-born females as a consequence of more intensive nest activity.
Otherwise, based on the life history theory (Roff 1992;
Stearns 1992), the opposite pattern can be expected. The
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theory predicts a trade-off between reproductive effort and
several traits such as immunity due to the high-energy costs
of female reproduction in mammals (i.e., for pregnancy and
lactation; Degen 2006; Dlugosz et al. 2014). By investing
more in immune defenses, lower tick burden and lower reproductive effort of summer-born females should be observed.
Ectoparasites such as ticks can negatively affect the reproductive success of their mammal hosts (Moller 1993; Fitze et al.
2004) including several examples in sciurid hosts (Neuhaus
2003; Patterson et al. 2013 but see Gooderham and SchulteHostedde 2011). Indeed, it is well supported that ticks induce
immune responses in their mammal hosts which might acquire
immunologically based resistance (Wikel and Whelen 1986;
Hughes and Randolph 2001; Kovár 2004). Such resistance to
tick infestations manifests in reduced numbers and blood meal
weights or the prolonged engorgement duration of engorging
ticks, decreased viability or production of ova in adults, and
tick death on the host (Brossard and Wikel 2004). Thus, by
investing more in immunity, a decreasing number of ticks
feeding on summer-born females is expected even at the cost
of lower reproductive effort.
Additionally, results from the weight analyses revealed that
lighter females are more infested by ixodids than heavier females during the reproductive period. Assuming that lighter
females are nonreproductive individuals (pregnancy is associated with weight gain in mammals), these results could support the reproductive activity and behavior hypothesis.

Conclusion
The current study highlights the complex interacting effects of
sex, age, and birth season on seasonal tick burden dynamics in
an introduced Siberian chipmunk population. We hypothesized that gender-biased infestations by ticks are critically related to behavioral processes associated with reproduction.
The hypotheses developed should be further investigated by
performing complementary analyses on reproduction and
mortality patterns of this Siberian chipmunk population. In
addition to fundamental knowledge gathered to better understand the determinants of rodent-hard tick relationships, such
work will also contribute to a better understanding of the
transmission dynamics of Lyme borreliosis on the forest of
Sénart, where introduced Siberian chipmunks can play an important role (Pisanu et al. 2010; Marsot et al. 2011; Marsot
et al. 2013).
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